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to exceed the highest 
quality standards 
in the industry

Mondo has been a family owned 

company since its beginning in 

1948. Mondo’s success has been 

built upon our investments in 

technology and our commitment 

to the highest quality standards in 

the industry.

Today, Mondo is a global company 

with over 1500 employees in 

13 production plants and sales 

subsidiaries, selling products in 

193 countries. Mondo is the largest 

producer of rubber flooring that 

can meet the most challenging of 

healthcare environments.

engineering
high qualityhigh quality
engineering
high quality
engineering
surfacessurfaces
high quality

Cover:
Tampa General Hospital

surfaces
high quality
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minerals

natural and 

synthetic 

rubber
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goals

Completely eliminate the use of any hazardous 

chemicals during the production process.

Manufacture products that can be recycled 

after their useful life.

Develop new products with lower 

environmental impact.

Reduce the life-cycle cost of the products.

Update and upgrade the products according 

to future international standards.

organic and

synthetic

pigments

Mondo rubber flooring is safe for the environment at every stage of its 

life, from production to storage, from initial installation to use and to 

eventual disposal.

Production

Mondo scrutinizes each step of 

the production cycle to minimize 

resource waste and eliminate 

toxic gases. 

Mondo is proud to meet or 

exceed ASTM and other 

international standards for 

integrity in production and 

products.

Eco-coMPatiBlE 

raw MatErials

Mondo's products are made from 

natural and synthetic raw materials 

that are not considered harmful by 

the most stringent national and 

international standards. 

The raw materials that are 

employed are selected and 

constantly controlled within the 

production site and verified by 

approved independent laboratories 

to meet or exceed the current 

environmental standards.

creating active 
environments in 
partnership with natureFriendly

EnvironmEntally
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hml system

4

the hml system was created by giulio bertagna 

and aldo bottoli of b&b colordesign in order 

to help designers choose colors, generate 

samples according to chromatic groups 

(yellows [y], reds [r], blues [b] and greens [g]), 

and order them according to color frequencies 

(high [h], medium [m] and low [l]), that correspond 

to long, medium and short wavelengths.

rEsEarch

Mondo commissioned Giulio 

Bertagna and Aldo Bottoli’s B&B 

Colordesign Studio to conduct 

a research project on developing 

different color palettes organized 

according to use. 

B&B Colordesign base their 

research on the psycho-

physiological aspects of color 

on the end user where they 

apply neurosciences to what 

they define as Color Science.

goals

To contribute, through colors, to the improvement of the quality of life 

in different types of public environments by finding the tones and levels 

of clarity and saturation appropriate for different uses.

The new colors designed for a 

specific end use have been grouped 

according to the HML System and 

are arranged into thematic cards.

rEsults

The results of the study led to an 

innovative color palette organized 

according to the end use.

each year, we invest 
6% of our revenue in 
research & development

b&b

palette

suggestions

Y r b g Y Y g g Y r b g Y Y b g

r
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Y r b g

HealtHcare • cHildren HealtHcare • adults HealtHcare • elderly offices
education 
nursery & primary school

education 
secondary schools

education 
universities sHops • sHopping centers

well-being
ReseaRch &
development:development:
well-being
development:
well-being
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durabi lity

duraBilitY

Engineered with dual durometer 

construction to withstand static 

& rolling load requirements of 

all healthcare applications.

high diMEnsional 

staBilitY  

Mondo floors are dimensionally stable, 

thus they do not require the need for heat 

welding, unless required by code. Any tears 

or rips in the floor will not open as rubber is 

dimensionally stable and does not shrink. 

wEar rEsistancE

Designed to withstand high traffic 

and continuous use: 

•	Outstanding	wear	and	abrasion		

 resistance (ASTM D3389)

•	Exceptional	long-lasting	life	

 due to high resistance to static 

 loads (ASTM F970)

•	Backed by a 10-year wear 

 warranty on most of our 

 contract surfaces

Bolognini Hospital

Italy



perfor mance

Queen of the Valley Hospital

U.S.A. 

low MaintEnancE

Mondo rubber flooring is low 

maintenance and does not require  

the	use	of	permanent	waxes,	stripping	

chemicals and harsh cleaners.

chEMical rEsistancE

Mondo	flooring	has	excellent	chemical	

resistance to physiological liquids 

and hospital reagents (resistant 

to most solvents, blood and iodine) 

(ASTM F925).

stain rEsistancE  
Mondo homogeneous wear layer 

creates a non porous surface that 

will not stain from the use of 

betadine, aldehydes, quaternaries 

or phenolic chemicals.

low MaintEnancE

YEars oF installation

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1o

• All costs/data calculated in present year's value 
 and exclude depreciation

• Cleaning times based on "540 Cleaning Times", published 
 by the International Sanitary Supply Association (ISSA)

vct
linolEuM

Pvc

carPEt

Mondo 

10-Year life-cycle Maintenance 
cost comparison (10,000 sq. ft.)

$ 150,000

$ 135,000

$ 120,000

$ 105,000

$  90,000

$  75,000

$  60,000

$ 45,000

$  30,000

$  15,000

$  0



co mfort
Tampa General Hospital

U.S.A.

coMFort undErFoot 

The	anti-fatigue	properties	of	

rubber flooring are due to the 

unique elasticity of rubber:   

rubber provides excellent 

cushioned comfort underfoot.

warM  
Mondo floorings, in comparison 

to other hard surfaces, 

have an outstanding thermal 

conductivity value.

ErgonoMicallY 

corrEct  
The anti-fatigue properties 

of rubber flooring minimize 

fatigue for personnel whose 

focus is to provide the best care 

for their patients. 

Comfort underfoot is improved 

without affecting the movement 

of heavy rolling loads.

EFFEctivE 

noisE BarriEr  

Compared to many other hard 

flooring surfaces, Mondo resilient 

rubber flooring efficiently reduces  

the sound of foot traffic 

(up to 22 dB). 

It can also help reduce the echoing 

and vibration from machinery

(ASTM E2179).



healt hy

heat welding

Mondo rubber flooring does 

not need to be heat welded. 

However, for a more sterile 

environment, most contract 

surfaces can be heat welded.

See pages 40 - 41 for more details.

flash cove

It is possible to provide a perfect 

junction between the self coved 

skirting and the floor where 

special waterproofing and hygienic 

conditions are requested. 

watEr rEsistant

Mondo rubber flooring is non porous 

and therefore water resistant 

and perfectly hygienic.

6’4” widE rolls

Mondo has the widest roll widths in the 

rubber flooring industry.  This reduces 

seams, installation cost and improves 

overall aesthetics.

thE hYgiEnic solution

antiBactErial 

throughout

Mondo rubber flooring is 

inherently bacteriostatic and does 

not require any additional synthetic 

antibacterial components or the use 

of  topical coatings. Should a tear occur 

(dropped scalpel), the flooring will not

harbor bacteria or virus (ASTM G21).

Sutter Novato - Ambulatory Surgery Center 

U.S.A.



saFE For all usErs   

Mondo flooring is designed to 

have a low emission of volatile 

organic	compounds	(VOC’s).

Helps eliminate potential reactions 

due to poor indoor air quality; 

a must when respirators and 

ventilators are in use.

Pvc FrEE

Mondo floors do not contain 

any heavy metals, plasticizers, 

formaldehye and asbestos. 

sliP rEsistancE 

By its very nature, rubber is designed 

to reduce slipperiness to a minimum 

which increases the safety and 

comfort	of	users	underfoot.	Exceeds	

ADA requirements (ASTM D2047) 

and is in accordance with national 

and international standards.

FirE rEsistancE  

In accordance with standards 

for	critical	radiant	flux.	

Class 1 fire code rating.

antistatic  

Standard rubber displays a  

natural antistatic response when  

it is walked on (EN 1399). 

safe tysafe ty

Determination of the anti-slip 

properties. Walking method 

on ramp test.

astM d2047

R 10

R 9

R 10  Safety Si

R 9  Standard product

C
L

A
S

S
IF

IC
A

T
IO

N

CHUQ Children’s Hospital

Canada



green facts

Using Mondo rubber flooring contributes toward the efforts to achieve LEED points.

lEEd guidE 

LEED NC - NEW CONSTRUCTION •  LEED CI - COMMERCIAL INTERIORS

Materials & resources Credit 4  1 point  recycled Content

Materials & resources Credit 5  1 - 2 points  regional Materials

Materials & resources Credit 6  1 point  rapidly renewing Materials

Indoor Environmental Quality Credit 4.1  1 point  Low-Emitting Materials, Adhesives and Sealants

Easy to recycle and/or dispose of 

because they are free of 

PVC-plasticizers,	heavy	metals,	

asbestos, CFCs, halogen, chlorine.

 

Inherently antibacterial,  

so they do not require the addition  

of synthetic components that are 

toxic,	and	therefore,	harmful	to	 

the environment.

Mondo’s ruBBEr Flooring Products arE:

GREENGUARD Children & Schools 

Certified and Indoor Air Quality 

Certified by the GrEEnGuard 

Environmental	Institute	under	the	

GrEEnGuard	Standard	for	Low	

Emitting	Products,	the	highest	level	

of IAQ testing in the industry.

An excellent alternative to

PVC, linoleum, VCT, and carpet. 

Mondo provides adhesives 

that meet and exceed 

South Coast Air Quality 

Management District 

Regulation requirements 

for VOC content.

Arnold Palmer Hospital

U.S.A.



INLAID
LOGOS

CHUQ Children’s Hospital

Canada

watEr-JEt 

tEchnologY   
Applies neither pressure nor 

heat, so there is no distortion 

to the material. Assemble cut 

material with no fluctuation in 

the plane of the surface. 

With this technology, inlaid  

logos are aesthetic and durable.



Rolling loads

Lodi Memorial Hospital

U.S.A.

Tests are conducted with standard 

healthcare equipment. This allows us 

to provide the best possible selection 

of sub floor preparation, adhesives 

and	material	to	optimize	performance	

in each application. 

uniquE tEsting MEthodologY

Beyond simple ASTM testing which in 

some cases utilize material only, Mondo 

has developed unique testing methodology 

that reflects the reality of day to day 

operations within all healthcare 

environments and departments.



surfaces

Valdichiana Est Hospital 

Italy



has03  Vanilla

has98  Sand

has78  Light Grey

has75  Pearl Grey

has63  Stucco

has08  Stone

has73  Dark Grey

has92  Ebony

has85  Light Blue

has69  Medium Grey

has84  North Pole

has86  Tampa Blue

has71  Blue Grey

has87  Steel Blue

has88  Legacy Blue

has66  Indigo

has81  Silver Grey

has27  Pastel Green

has28  Olive

has79  Dusty Aqua

has29  Northern Green

has72  Colonial Green

has80  Forest Green

has60  Emerald

has04  Champagne

has06  Cotton

has05  Almond

has11  Malt

has07  Sahara

has12  Mocha

has16  Caramel

has17  Cognac

has91  Violet

has89  Lilac

has26  Lime

has25  Corn

has20  Orange

has22  Tomato

has24  Cardinal

has19  Chocolate 2524

harMoni  | Mondo warrants Harmoni against excessive wear for a period of ten (10) years  | Smooth texture

  |        1/8’’ (3 mm) | 5/32’’ (4 mm)* |  6’4’’ (1.93 m) |    30’ to 45’ (9 to 14 m) 

  |  24’’ x 24’’ (61 cm x 61 cm)  |   1/8’’ (3 mm): 0.96 lbs./sq. ft. (4.7 kg/m2) | 5/32’’ (4 mm): 1.21 lbs./sq. ft. (5.9 kg/m2) 

harMoni | dual durometer construction, non porous surface with a smooth texture

test  
methods

unit of  
measure

requirements average values

 1/8’’ (3 mm) 5/32’’ (4 mm)

average thickness ASTM F387 mm 2.80 - 3.20 3 -

3.80 - 4.02 - 4

dimensional stability ASTM F2199 % ≤ 0.15 0.004 0.008

cigarette heat resistance EN 1399 class
method A ≥ 4  
method b ≥ 3

A ≥ 4  
b ≥ 3

A ≥ 4  
b ≥ 3

hardness ASTM D2240 shore A ≥ 85 ≥ 90 ≥ 90

static load limit ASTM F970 inches ≤ 0.005” ≤ 0.003’’ ≤ 0.003’’

abrasion resistance ASTM D3389
grams/ 
weight loss 

< 1 < 1 < 1

light stability ASTM F1515 ∆E < 8 pass pass

chemical resistance ASTM F925
visual 
observation

0-3 excellent excellent

optical smoke density ASTM E662 - < 450 pass pass

critical radiant flux ASTM E648 w/cm2 > 0.45 class 1 class 1

coefficient of friction ASTM D2047 - - ADA compliant ADA compliant

impact insulation class ASTM E2179 db 6 20 22

Fungal resistance ASTM g21 - - no growth no growth

Electrostatic propensity EN 1399 kV < 2 (antistatic) in conformity in conformity

grEEnguard indoor 
air quality certification

- - - yes yes

grEEnguard children 
& schools certification

- - - yes yes

Mondo reserves the right to change product characteristics at any time.

TECHNICAL DATA issued in accordance with the ASTM F1344, F1860 Standards

* Product available in 4 mm. Minimum quantities and color options may apply.

Accent Colors

Minimum quantities 

may apply.
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natura | dual durometer construction, non porous surface with a sealskin texture

n90  Glen Maple n11  Baja Grey n13  Laguna Blue

n92  Mendocino Maple n42  Sierra Green n10  Tahoe Blue

n15  Mojave Brown n18  Monterey Grey

n30  California Redwood

n41  Sonoma Wine

test  
methods

unit of  
measure

requirements average values

average thickness ASTM F387 mm 3.80 - 4.02 4

dimensional stability ASTM F2199 % ≤ 0.15 0.004

cigarette heat resistance EN 1399 class
method A ≥ 4  
method b ≥ 3

A ≥ 4  
b ≥ 3

hardness ASTM D2240 shore A ≥ 85 ≥ 90

static load limit ASTM F970 inches ≤ 0.005” ≤ 0.003”

abrasion resistance ASTM D3389 grams/ weight loss < 1 < 1

light stability ASTM F1515 ∆E < 8 pass

chemical resistance ASTM F925 visual observation 0-3 excellent

optical smoke density ASTM E662 - < 450 pass

critical radiant flux ASTM E648 w/cm2 > 0.45 class 1 

coefficient of friction ASTM D2047 - - ADA compliant

impact insulation class ASTM E2179 db 6 22

Fungal resistance ASTM g21 - - no growth

Electrostatic propensity EN 1399 kV < 2 (antistatic) in conformity

grEEnguard indoor
air quality certification

- - - yes

grEEnguard children 
& schools certification

- - - yes

Mondo reserves the right to change product characteristics at any time.

TECHNICAL DATA issued in accordance with the ASTM F1860 Standards

natura  | Mondo warrants Natura against excessive wear for a period of ten (10) years  | Sealskin texture

   |        5/32’’ (4 mm) |  6’4’’ (1.93m) |    30’ to 45’ (9 to 14 m) |   1.31 lbs./sq. ft. (6.4 kg/m2) 

Custom colors available on order.  Minimum quantity required.
The degree and type of marbleization may vary from color to color.
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g18  Peacock g17  Pastel Green g08  Light Blue g04  Pearl Grey

g19  Mocha g11  Ocean Mist g07  North Pole g03  Medium Grey

g20  Yellow g06  Cadet Blue g01  Ebony

g14  Stucco

gEodE | non porous homogeneous surface with a sealskin texture

test  
methods

unit of  
measure

requirements average values

average thickness* ASTM F387 mm 1.80 - 2.02 2

dimensional stability EN 434 % ≤ 0.4 0.4

Flexibility EN 435 - no fissuring no fissuring

cigarette heat resistance EN 1399 class
method A ≥ 4  
method b ≥ 3

A ≥ 4  
b ≥ 3

hardness ASTM D2240 shore A ≥ 85 ≥ 90

static load limit ASTM F970 inches ≤ 0.005” ≤ 0.003”

abrasion resistance ASTM D3389 grams/ weight loss < 1 < 1

Effect of castor chair EN 425 - - Suitable for type W wheels

light stability ASTM F1515 ∆E < 8 pass

chemical resistance ASTM F925 visual observation 0-3 excellent

optical smoke density ASTM E662 - < 450 pass

critical radiant flux ASTM E648 w/cm2 > 0.45 class 1 

coefficient of friction ASTM D2047 - - ADA compliant

impact insulation class ASTM E2179 db 6 18

Fungal resistance ASTM g21 - - no growth

Electrostatic propensity EN 1399 kV < 2 (antistatic) in conformity

grEEnguard indoor
air quality certification

- - - yes

grEEnguard children 
& schools certification

- - - yes

Mondo reserves the right to change product characteristics at any time.

TECHNICAL DATA issued in accordance with the ASTM F1344 Standards

gEodE  | Mondo warrants geode against excessive wear for a period of five (5) years  | Sealskin texture

  |       0.08’’ (2 mm) |  6’4’’ (1.93 m) |    30’ to 45’ (9 to 14 m) |  24’’ x 24’’ (61 cm x 61 cm)  

 |   0.62 lbs./sq. ft. (3.05 kg/m2)

* geode 3 mm and 4 mm available on special order. Minimum quantity required on all thicknesses.
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439  Light Grey 449  Risotto 415  Light Blue 437  Northern Green

448  Peacock 418  Clay 413  Deep Blue 442  Colonial Green

455  Buff 434  Taupe 411  Blue Sky 458  Dark Green

406  Stone Grey436  Lilac

425  Burgundy

tErranova | non porous homogeneous surface with a slate texture

test  
methods

unit of  
measure

requirements average values

average thickness ASTM F387 mm 2.80 - 3.20 3

dimensional stability ASTM F2199 % ≤ 0.15 0.004

cigarette heat resistance EN 1399 class
method A ≥ 4  
method b ≥ 3

A ≥ 4  
b ≥ 3

hardness ASTM D2240 shore A ≥ 85 ≥ 90

static load limit ASTM F970 inches ≤ 0.005” ≤ 0.003”

abrasion resistance ASTM D3389 grams/ weight loss < 1 < 1

light stability ASTM F1515 ∆E < 8 pass

chemical resistance ASTM F925 visual observation 0-3 excellent

optical smoke density ASTM E662 - < 450 pass

critical radiant flux ASTM E648 w/cm2 > 0.45 class 1 

coefficient of friction ASTM D2047 - - ADA compliant

impact insulation class ASTM E2179 db 6 22

Fungal resistance ASTM g21 - - no growth

Electrostatic propensity EN 1399 kV < 2 (antistatic) in conformity

grEEnguard indoor 
air quality certification

- - - yes

grEEnguard children 
& schools certification

- - - yes

Mondo reserves the right to change product characteristics at any time.

TECHNICAL DATA issued in accordance with the ASTM F1344 Standards

tErranova  | Mondo warrants Terranova against excessive wear for a period of ten (10) years  | Slate texture

  |        1/8’’ (3 mm) |  393/8’’ x 393/8’’ (100 cm x 100 cm) |   0.90 lbs./sq. ft. (4.4 kg/m2) 

Custom colors available on order.  Minimum quantity required.
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2893  Medium Grey 3694  Dusty Green 3353  Yellow

3679  Stone 2898  Olive 454  Orange

2892  Dark Grey 3675  Green 453  Red

2891  Charcoal 2884  Indigo

208  Black 1904  Deep Blue

2894  Light Grey

Bollo Extra | non porous homogeneous surface with round studs

1935  Cadet Blue

3691  Silver Blue

Bollo Extra | Mondo warrants bollo Extra against excessive wear for a period of ten (10) years  | round stud texture

 |       0.1’’ (2.5 mm) |  393/8’’ x 393/8’’ (100 cm x 100 cm) |   0.90 lbs./sq. ft. (4.4 kg/m2) 

test  
methods

unit of  
measure

requirements average values

average thickness ASTM F387 mm 2.30 - 3.70 2.5

dimensional stability EN 434 % ≤ 0.4 0.3

cigarette heat resistance EN 1399 class
method A ≥ 4  
method b ≥ 3

A ≥ 4  
b ≥ 3

hardness ASTM D2240 shore A ≥ 85 ≥ 90

static load limit ASTM F970 inches ≤ 0.005” ≤ 0.003”

abrasion resistance ASTM D3389 grams/ weight loss < 1 < 1

light stability ASTM F1515 ∆E < 8 pass

chemical resistance ASTM F925 visual observation 0-3 good

optical smoke density ASTM E662 - < 450 pass

critical radiant flux ASTM E648 w/cm2 > 0.45 class 1 

coefficient of friction ASTM D2047 - - ADA compliant

impact insulation class ASTM E2179 db 6 18

Fungal resistance ASTM g21 - - no growth

Electrostatic propensity EN 1399 kV < 2 (antistatic) in conformity

Mondo reserves the right to change product characteristics at any time.

TECHNICAL DATA issued in accordance with the ASTM F1344 Standards
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oPtions | accEssoriEs

ruBBErwEld

The heat welding process hermetically seals seams to create perfectly hygienic surfaces for sterile and 

sanitary areas such as operating rooms, scrub areas, labor and delivery, triage and procedure rooms. 

For	Harmoni,	natura	and	Geode.

Printed colors may vary from the actual 

product. Please request a sample 

before ordering.
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TYPE E 12.6" (32cm)

TYPE B

Complete	one-piece	nosing,	tread	and	riser	unit	for	stairs	with	a	square	nose.

MondostEP

       1/8’’ to 1/4’’ (2.7 mm to 6.5 mm) |  12’ (3.6 m) |    2.15 lbs./lin. ft. (3.2 kg/m) 

199-44

199-47

199-27

199-45

198-21

HAS-H06

199-64

198-18

199-76

HAS-H12

HAS-H16

198-36

HAS-H19

HAS-H17

198-24

199-18

199-17

HAS-H24

199-31

HAS-H26

1341

199-35

198-07

199-58

199-55

198-38

199-39

198-09

199-50

HAS-H86

199-06

199-82

199-20

199-65

HAS-H89

HAS-H88

199-28

HAS-H91

199-95 

199-26

199-09

199-68

199-23

199-93

199-29

199-57

199-88

covE BasE 

Advanced co-extrusion technology allows for a tough resistant surface 

while maintaining excellent overall flexibility and ease of installation. 

A full 4 1/8’’ height 

ideal for 

renovation projects

Color Availability:

5 colors to match all product lines.

Custom colors available. 

Minimum quantity required.

Flash covE

It is possible to provide a perfect junction between the self coved 

skirting and the floor where special waterproofing and hygienic 

conditions are requested. 



rEhaBilitation & wEllnEss cEntErs | 

MULTIPURPOSE SURFACE AND RUNNING TRACk 

sPortFlEx

duraBilitY

Engineered	to	withstand	static	and	rolling	loads	such	

as bleachers, tables and chairs

unparalleled	lifespan;	20+	years	life	expectancy

Stain resistant, does not require any coatings or 

specialized	maintenance

3736

sPortFlEx  | Sealskin embossed texture

  |        1/4’’ (6 mm) | 5/16’’ (8 mm) | 3/8’’ (10 mm) | 1/2’’ (12 mm) |  3’ to 6’ (0.92 to 1.83 m)  

  |    19’ to 40’ (6 to 12 m) |   1/4’’ (6 mm): 1.30 lbs./sq. ft. (6.4 kg/m2) | 5/16’’ (8 mm): 1.78 lbs./sq. ft. (8.7 kg/m2)

  | 3/8’’ (10 mm): 2.19 lbs./sq. ft. (10.7 kg/m2) | 1/2’’ (12 mm): 2.64 lbs./sq. ft. (12.9 kg/m2)

sPort iMPact  | Sealskin texture    |        1/4’’ (6 mm)* | 3/8’’ (10 mm) |  6’ (1.83 m)  |    19’ to 33’ (6 to 10 m) 

  |  3’ x 3’ (0.91 x 0.91 m) |   1/4’’ (6 mm): 1.76 lbs./sq. ft. (8.61 kg/m2) | 3/8’’ (10 mm): 2.9 lbs./sq. ft. (14.2 kg/m2)

raMFlEx | Hammered texture    |        1/4’’ (6 mm)* | 3/8’’ (10 mm) |  6’ (1.83 m)  |    19’ to 33’ (6 to 10 m) 

  |  3’ x 3’ (0.91 x 0.91 m) |   1/4’’ (6 mm): 1.7 lbs./sq. ft. (8.52 kg/m2) | 3/8’’ (10 mm): 3 lbs./sq. ft. (14.64 kg/m2)   

test  
methods

unit of  
measure

average values

sportflex sport impact ramflex

hardness ASTM D2240 shore A  55/45
80 ± 5 (Top Layer)
70 ± 5 (bottom Layer)

80 ± 5 (Top Layer)
70 ± 5 (bottom Layer)

critical radiant flux ASTM E648, NFPA 101 w/cm2 class 1 class 1 class 1

optical smoke density ASTM E662 - < 450 < 450 < 450

static load limit ASTM F970 inches 0.01”
6 mm: ≤ 0.006”
10 mm: ≤ 0.008”

6 mm: ≤ 0.009”
10 mm: ≤ 0.009”

Fungal resistance ASTM g21-90 - no growth no growth no growth

coefficient of friction ASTM D2047 - ADA compliant ADA compliant ADA compliant

color stability - - good good good

light reflection - - average average average

chemical resistance - - excellent excellent excellent

grEEnguard indoor 
air quality certification

- - yes yes yes

grEEnguard children 
& schools certification

- - yes yes yes

Mondo reserves the right to change product characteristics at any time.

TECHNICAL DATA issued in accordance with the ASTM 1860 Standard

toP laYEr

Unique sealskin embossing texture 

allows	for	easy	maintenance	and	excellent	traction

Molded and vulcanized rubber

shock aBsorBing BottoM laYEr

Offers	unparalleled	safety	and	comfort	

use	of	proprietary	equipment	and	vulcanization	process	

ensure that biomechanical and physical properties will 

remain	consistent	over	the	product’s	useful	life

PErForMancE toP laYEr

non	porous	surface	requires	no	coating	or	finishes

Elimination	of	odors	and	hygiene	issues

iMPact BottoM laYEr

Provides protection against heavy impact

Glued down installation eliminates chance of bacteria or mold 

sPort iMPact
Premium weight resistant rubber flooring 
Solid 3 mm homogeneous rubber wear layer engineered to 

withstand heavy abuse from strength and conditioning areas

raMFlEx
Weight resistant rubber flooring 
Solid homogeneous rubber wear layer engineered to 

withstand heavy abuse from strength and conditioning areas 

STRENGTH AND CONDITIONING AREAS

coMFort and saFEtY

Class 1 fire code rating

antibacterial	and	antimicrobial	throughout	which	minimizes	

the risk of staph infections (MRSA)

Outstanding	slip	coefficient

duraBilitY and liFE-cYclE cost

Ease	of	maintenance

Engineered	to	withstand	static	loads	such	as	heavy	weights	

and cardio equipment

10+	years	life	expectancy

100%	recyclable

073 
Dark Blue

062 
Sand

026 
Purple

036 
Brown 

011 
Medium Grey 

041 
Red 

008 
Black

018 
Dark Grey

033 
Aqua

014 
Green 

010 
Blue

055 
Orange 

g920 
Dark Maple

g786 
Marine Blue

g726 
Purple

g715 
Brown

g710 
Blue

g741 
Red

g725 
Burgundy

g712 
Beige

g707 
Grey

g790 
Solid Black

g742 
Green

p30 
Red 

p86 
Marine Blue 

p14 
Dark Green 

p18 
Medium Blue 

p10 
Green 

p89 
Yellow 

p85 
Light Blue 

p31 
Medium Grey 

p09 
Saffron

p25 
Mahogany 

Indoor & Outdoor colors Indoor colors

Custom colors available on order. Minimum quantity required. The degree and type of marbleization may vary from color to color.
 * Some application restrictions may apply.  This product thickness is not recommended in free weight areas.

Custom colors available on order. Minimum quantity required.       * Some application restrictions may apply.  This product thickness is not recommended in free weight areas.

roll lenght may vary depending on width and thickness. Custom colors available on order. Minimum quantity required.

Mondo warrants the Mondo sport surfaces to be free of manufacturing and material defects for three (3) years from the date of purchase/installation.



Valdichiana Est Hospital 

Italy

duraBilitY

“Mondo rubber flooring was chosen because of its resilient finish that  

would not require constant polishing and its ability to be maintained while 

withstanding the traffic and the spills (including betadyne) of an emergency 

and trauma care area. The rubber flooring, with its acoustic properties, has 

the additional benefit of ensuring a remarkably quiet emergency department.” 

Gresham, Smith and Partners Architects, Tampa General Hospital, U.S.A.

PErForMancE

“We decided to review the performance of 11 different surfaces. Mondo surfaces 

obtained	excellent	results	and	became	our	final	choice.	Our	maintenance	staff	

confirmed the validity of our results. We were able to reduce our maintenance costs 

by	4,000	hours	per	year!	The	ease	of	the	installation	was	fantastic:	it	is	very	flexible,	

making flash coving an easy task, even in the corners which are perfect.”  

Pierre St-Hilaire, CHUQ Children’s Hospital, Canada

coMFort

“Flooring selection was a rigorous process as hospitals need a balance between 

durability and comfort  to support staff, equipment and maintenance for many years 

without replacement. Too resilient and the heavy equipment will not roll, too firm 

and it becomes uncomfortable for those who spend their entire day on it. The team 

searched for materials that were natural, could withstand harsh cleaning and that 

came	in	a	variety	of	colors.	Eventually	deciding	on	rubber	flooring	and	after	several	

months	of	use,	staff	has	given	the	material	a	ringing	endorsement!”		

Terry Blom, Senior Project Manager, Peter Lougheed Centre, Canada

hEalthY

“In addition to optimal hygienic, environmental characteristics, and maintainability,  

the resilient flooring has a major advantage since it can be recycled, thus making  

for	additional	energy	savings	at	the	end	of	their	life-cycle.	I	chose	rubber	due	to	its	

compactness, acoustical benefits, wear resistance properties and its aesthetic qualities.” 

Prof. Arch. Ettore Zambelli, Valdichiana Est Hospital, Italy



www
mondoworldwide

Peter Lougheed Centre 

Canada

com

Mondo Installation and Certification facility has been training and 

certifying	contract	flooring	installers	since	2005.	The	multi-day	training	

is	extremely	rigorous	and	uses	theoretical	and	practical	testing	to	

ensure that we produce the best installation technicians in the industry.  
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www.mondoworldwide.com

email address:  mondo@mondousa.com 

Mondo U.S.a. Inc.
800 361 3747

Northwest 
Washington 

Southwest 
Texas 

Southeast
South Carolina

Northeast
Pennsylvania

Mondo america Inc.
2655 Francis Hughes
Laval, QC, Canada 
H7L 3S8
Tel.: 450 967 5800   
Fax: 450 663 7927
800 663 8138




